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Courtesy of Boers-Li Gallery

Liao Guohe, “Elephant’s Kidney (On the surface, it wants the elephant to spray water, but actually it wants the elephant’s

kidney)” (detail), acrylic on canvas, 180 x 160 cm, 2013

Liao Guohe
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Patties”
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Liao Guohe’s
solo exhibition at
Boers-Li
Gallery
showcases Liao’s
newest paintings.
He uses acrylic
scrawled over
unmounted
industrial canvas
to satirize
Chinese society,
reflecting his

characteristic sense of humor. The exhibition
name “Bananas, Eggplants, Meat Patties” ramps
up the absurdity, as does Liao’s CV, which clearly
states that he was born in Calcutta, India.

BLOUIN ARTINFO China spoke with Liao Guohe about the show.

Why did you call the exhibition “Bananas, Eggplants, Meat Patties?”

The name came from one of my previous paintings, “Soon the Aliens Will Come to Take Our
Bananas, Eggplants, and Rights”. I wanted this exhibition to be a bit more relaxed. I only hit upon
the name at the very end of the preparation process. Bananas, eggplants, and meat patties are very
ordinary foods, which I hoped would convey a sense of ease. At the exhibition opening, I handed out
bananas. Anyone who didn’t want one wasn’t allowed into the show.

In the exhibition, several works feature a character with very little hair. Is this
character based on a political figure?

No, however, I allow each viewer to have his own opinion.

Initially, I wanted to create a really worn-down guy, who was a little older, or at least appeared that
way because of the pressures of life. This image is very subjective; I gave him very little hair, no spirit, and patched clothes. I’ll continue to use this
figure in future pieces.

How do you decide what images to include in your paintings?

I use a variety of methods; nothing is off-limits when I’m painting. I sometimes use existing images, like the frog and elephant that have appeared in
previous paintings. I also borrow images, such as Mike Kelley’s “Twin Henrys.” I liked the painting, so I adapted it for my work. When there are no
models or originals, I think hard about how to compose an image. I create the figures based on my feelings, or make them up out of thin air.

You repeat similar figures in different works, which reminds me of the way Wang Xingwei uses figures. Why do certain figures
reappear in different pieces?

I don’t explicitly repeat a specific figure in the same way Wang Xingwei does. I arrange figures that interest me in different paintings, expanding upon
them in each work.

by Wang Yiquan
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Did you like to read comics?

When I was little, China didn’t have comic books in the present sense, but I read a lot of Chinese-style “children’s books.” Later, I read a lot of manga.
I recently bought a catalog of Osamu Tezuka’s work, because when I was a kid my favorite manga was Jungle Emperor (Kimba the White Lion). The
lines had so much texture.

Were you born in Calcutta? Can you talk a little bit about your CV?

I was actually born in Hunan. I made up my CV because, in 2008, I had the opportunity to exhibit in Xu Zhen’s Shopping Gallery. At the time, my
CV was blank, and no one notices that kind of artist. In order to make my CV seem more interesting, I made one up.

What was that exhibition like?

The name of that exhibition was really long: “A Quietly Rising Commercial Salon and the Useless King on the Shore of the Fools: Wu Shanzhuan,
Wang Xingwei, and Liao Guohe Artwork Sales Exhibition.” The name would seem to indicate that it was a group exhibition, but there was no Wang
Xingwei or Wu Shanzhuan. It was my first solo exhibition.

“Liao Guohe Solo Exhibition: Bananas, Eggplants, Meat Patties” will be exhibited at Boers-Li Gallery until September 30, 2013.

Click to see more pieces from Liao Guohe’s current solo exhibition.

Translation by Bridget Noetzel
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